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There is always a lot going on in a
student’s life, between academics,
athletics, and other activities. There
tends to simply not be enough time
for creativity, and so the arts become

John J. Kutney, Editor-In-Chief
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“A Summary of Poetry” by John Satanek
Searching for the answer,
Saddled on the back of a poem,
Scratching at the meaning,
Sewing two poems together.
Then the relief you feel as you
Tape a poem on the wall,
To display the time and work you put in,
That many people won’t try.
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“Poetry
is
good
for
slow
thoughtful
mindful
communication
with
your
own
heart
and
head.”
– Sarah Kay, poet and founder/co-director of Project V.O.I.C.E.
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“Happiness” by James Black
Born into a world of youthful bliss,
Our pain once healed with a simple kiss.
A carefree spirit, once all we knew,
But was this life really true?
We lived. We learned.
Our eyes grew wide.
From your storms,
we could not hide.
Your rules. Your schools.			
Your wars. Your hate.
We vowed,
this would not be our fate.
Our time has come.			
We must grab our chance.
To change our world.
To take our stance.
Show our strength.
Share our love.
Take our direction from God above.
Make our rules.				
Decide our path.
Find our joy.
Ignore your wrath.
And when we are old,			
And turning grey,
We will look back
on every day.
Knowing the battles we chose to fight.
The changes we made to make things
right.
Seeing those changes we brought about.
No longer will we need to shout.
Our battle is done, our lessons learned.
We will live in a world we truly earned.
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“Hot Pavement” by Grant Wilson
The slight breeze rustles the leaves on the ground
beside my feet.
I stand there, wondering what it would be like to
be permanently motionless.
My older brother put his hand on my shoulder,
reassuring me that everything
will indeed be alright.
We walked back from the street we were on, passing by
taxis and buses,
business men and women,
pigeons and rats.
I
jumped over the sewer that has neon spray paint on it.
Stepped over the small stream of water going into the sewer and
crossed the street to the stand where
ice cream was being sold.
My brother gave me five dollars to get another double scoop of chocolate in a
cup this time,
So then the ice cream doesn’t fall once again,
slowly melting away on the hot pavement.

Photo: Matt Quinn
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“We Need to Fight” by Ryan Crable
We need to fight,
Fight past mistakes
And not each other.
We need to breakdown,
Breakdown barriers
And not bridges.
Side by side,
Sisters and brothers,
Stronger together.
Peace can be achieved
If we lift each other up,
Like the harmony of a heavenly host.
No satisfaction, the river runs dry.
May justice pour forth from our hearts,
Like when the staff struck the stone
And brought forth the Jordan.
We might not make it there with you,
In the words of MLK .
But I can see it.
I can see it.
I can see it.
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“Portrait of a Woman” by LeBron Jones
She sat still in the portrait,
her skin soft like a tattered paintbrushh of
smooth semblance, leering a
inert, innocent peer; a kitten quite
an
curious about the night sky; the woman
gazed at the apparent but unexploredd of the portrait
clueless as a newborn chick, of eternity,
nity, of
the merit of her lace bertha collared around the neck like a
diamond ring encircling a pearly white
te finger.
an
With a stare of curiousness, the woman
sat there in the portrait
ite
alike a snowflake against the fall, quite
comfortable in the uncomfortable of
the ecstasy of her season, a
period when the colonial woman,
rait,
unlike the unique woman of the portrait,
were expected to be of
ands, amid inadequate fairs, a
subservience toward their husbands,
housemaid, naturally to govern thee household. The woman
anyhow sat distant in the art,
as would a worn wandering bristle err
of the inmost core of a brush;
blithe of her fellow folk
reserved in quietude.
The woman
ed
sat still as a serene swan surrounded
by an affluent lake, within the painting,
ting,
Dutch as can be of
the Dutch Golden Age, a
ere women.
lady of luxury amongst longing austere
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“Swing Set” by Vincent Davis

Photo: Matt Quinn
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“Illusion” by Reniel Gall
Am I free, or is this an illusion?
Like individuals bound by the government.
Land of the free, but bound by laws.
A society bound by social standards.
Am I free, or is this an illusion?
Like a wild man, bound by biology.
Animals in the wild, bound by the circle of
life.
Nature bound by its own nature.
Am I free, or is this an illusion?
Like a child, so naive.
Life, bound by laws,
is life that is not free .

Illustration: Anderson Soltis
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“In the Dark of the Night” by Cooper Meneghetti
The plague came in the dark of the night,
evoking panic,
fear,
and fright.
A sickness that slithered in and brought death,
it robbed us of more than just our breath.
A contagion that does not discriminate
fueled a fierce political debate.
Good-bye, to the mother who holds her baby dear.
Farewell, to the grandfather who calls out in fear.
The end of your days on this earth are drawing near.
Alone in their rooms, they are gasping for air.
Forget about the morgues, there is no room for you there.
The people said, “We won’t wear a mask! It just isn’t fair.”
They went on with their lives, as if they did not have a care.
The millions who are dying are none of their affair.
Adieu, to the sister with whom you used to fight.
So long, to the father who will never get a chance to get it right.
The end of your days on this earth are drawing near.
It could have been different.
Our efforts did not have to be in vain.
There did not have to be mourners crying out in the rain.
If only we had cared for the weakest among us,
treating our neighbor as if they were part of us.
When your days on this earth are done,
Move on to the light,
where the angels will be a welcome sight.
They will call out your name,
in this place beyond all the pain.
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“Free Bird” by Michael Fink
You left so suddenly
I let go of you so reluctantly
The sorrow I feel will not subside
I wish I still had excuses for your death to be denied
If I could I would climb a thousand mountains to get you back
But I know the rewards of my efforts would surely lack
You always were brilliant
And so very resilient
Nothing ever stopped you
You did what you wanted to
You lived as freely as a bird
You were so very unfettered
This grey cloud of sadness shall not loom over me forever
I’m not sure how or when, but things will get better
I will miss you, yes
But I Know if the Lord calls your name it must be for the best
I should be glad, you’ve gone on to a better place
Somewhere full of amazing grace

Photo: Nate Slaby
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“A Growing Beard”

by Julian Hauck

Life is like a growing beard.
Some love it and some just want
to cut it short.
Those who love it let it grow and flourish.
But when it gets dirty, you must clean it.
When mistakes are made, we move on, we clean it up.
Those who love it let it grow and flourish.
But when it gets too long, you must cut it.
Sometimes though, it is cut too short, and no one likes that.
Those who love it let it grow and flourish.
But when it gets itchy, it gets irritating.
When there are bumps in the road, we have to trudge on.
Those who love it let it grow and flourish.
But when some don’t like it, you might try to change it.
When others don’t like the way you are, you don’t change yourself.
Those who want to cut it short leave nothing behind, just bare skin.
But when it is absent, nothing is remembered.
The absence left behind gives no meaning, almost as if it was never
there.
Those who want to cut it short leave nothing behind, just bare skin.
But sometimes you regret it, and it is likely that others will too.
Regret leaves negative thoughts about the past and leaves an impact
on those around you.
Those who want to cut it short leave nothing behind, just bare skin.
But when you upset others, they will not look fondly upon you.
They will see that you left the beard short and did not think about
how they would feel.
Life is like a growing beard.
Some love it and some just want
to cut it short...
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“ The Cycle” by Jack Stanovic
Always coming, never here.
Back again, then gone.
Coming to a close, never starting.
Diving through the days to get to the end.
Endless waves of classes trying to swim to get two days on land.
Floating barley above the surface.
Going again just for the cycle to restart tomorrow.
Hovering above the tiny rooms where they keep my knowledge.
Indescribably lost behind white hills of paper and ink.
Juggling the work from seven classes to learn something new.
Killing tree after tree every night like I am a lumberjack.
Learning things that everyone else seems to already know.
Monday feels like a forever away, just a blip in the horizon.
No worries The cycle begins tomorrow I still have today.
Overgrown jungles of work come from nowhere as they wrap around me.
People sent on search parties to find a kid lost in his work.
Questions, questions, they give me more questions than answers.
Round and round the weeks go like a carousel that never stops.
Staring at the clock waiting for hands to align one last time.
Test next Friday? That is a lifetime away this is time to rest.
Unable to imagine any work, just letting my mind melt away.
Vacancies in my mind filled again, remembering a test long forgotten.
Wandering through the bookshelves of my mind, dusting off cobwebs.
Xats* of notebooks all in different subjects.
Yesterday, I wish it was yesterday, I need more time!
“ZOINKS” I am not prepared for the test and my mind still drifts.
*Xats: a pole constructed in memory of someone or something lost

Illustration: Seth Wanner
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“Wisdom” by Benji Nguyen
Answers are sometimes the only thing that we as humans seek,
Blinded by the fact that we learn more from the journey.
Careful and wise people know that
Dealing with the answers means that we must
Experience the entire way to get to the answer.
Forgetting the process of learning means you are a fool, and
Great things can only happen from failure.
Help is given to those that need to rise from falling and
I, too, sometimes stumble on the jagged, rocky road.
Just like any person that you meet in a mall or in a bar,
Kindly guiding them will help you and them grow, like a plant.
Lies, however, are told when trying to find the truth.
Malevolence and lies are running amidst all of us like Jack the Ripper.
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Needy people are kicked down and beaten by those better off, but
Opulence tends to blind those that follow it, causing
Peril and destruction everywhere they go.
Questioning the world around is to experience it for ourselves,
Reasoning is how we make the world better.
Seasons may change, but people still question year round.
Tools are meant to make the journey easier.
Under common sense, we already can make the world a better place.
Violence, beatings, executions, bloodshed, and decapitations are problems
Where people’s intellect and judgement is clouded by things such as
Xanax, causing the world to shape itself differently to that person.
You must use your own experiences, and perhaps, you may achieve
Zen mode, or find answers, but most importantly, experience something you might
never
otherwise
have.

Illustration: Van Weinmann
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“Of What Can Be”

by Marty Dubecky

I have ground that I must break.
I have an egg of which I am forced to hold,
The yolk is in the center.
Egg shells fragile,
do not break them.
But what if I must,
will not all things break
at one point?
Perfection is not real, it will break.
Perfection is not real, it must break.
A hole being dug,
like normal.
The hole can be filled,
serve
a purpose, as can the egg,
the yolk,
the white.
Dirt unearthed,
is it dirty?
Must it,
be looked at with such a gaze?
Dirt
is used as is the egg,
the yolk,
the white.
As can the dirt,
the egg,
the yolk,
the white.
The hole dug,
holds the dirt which holds the rocks.
Do you not love those rocks?
But what of the nutrients?
To grow,
they will be used,
they have to
be used, the nutrients,
the dirt,
the egg,
the yolk,
the white.
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“Linen” by Justin Salazar

Based on “A Woman’s Work” by John Sloane
Lines and lines
and lines and lines;
long, laborious lines
of linen.
Cries and cries
and cries and cries;
sweet, sorrowful cries
of women.
The women work
all day long,
trammeled by tiny tenement
Rooms and halls.
Trammeled by loads and loads
Of linen.
Each dress, each pant,
bedevil these women.
They long to fly like a dove to
the sky above but
they are stopped
by loads
and loads
of linen.
Days and days
And days and days
gloomy, fruitless days fared
by women.
Yet without their
struggle, this tepid trance,
what sort of
person would advance,
the endless flow of
linen?
For the drying cloths
hanging from
the sky-high lofts make
an endless maze for
women. This endless maze
of linen.

Photo: Matt Quinn
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“Elegy 2” by Ryan Kulka
I miss the days when I could look at myself and smile,
When there were no “Good days” ‘cause everyday was one.
When I didn’t have to keep my emotions suppressed,
Before I lied to my mother,
Pleading in the car, and promising I wasn’t depressed.
Back when I didn’t have to explain to my best friend,
That I don’t like to talk about it,
Because it invites itself in like a nosy neighbor.
I miss the days when my mom used to tell me to pray to Saint Anthony,
‘Cause I found out the hard way that he doesn’t work,
When the thing you’ve lost is yourself.
I miss the days when I was enough for myself,
And I wasn’t constantly disappointing,
Like the bad sequel I am,
Merely a second thought
to my sisters.

Illustration: Van Weinmann
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“I
had
a
teacher
I liked
who used to say
good
fiction’s
job
was
to
comfort
the
disturbed
and
disturb
the
comfortable.”
-David Foster Wallace, author
Illustration: Alex Massier
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“A New Quarter of My Life ” by Justin Salazar
I’d just picked up my morning coffee (black) and my daily bagel (plain) with my favorite cream cheese (light plain) at my local bakery. It was just a standard morning.
I catch a view of my reflection in a shop window; many people say that I resemble
George Washington. I’ve never thought much about it, despite the fact that I work at
the Federal Reserve in Boston. I step into the building, then I am suddenly hit in the
head by a falling light fixture.
I wake up in the sweaty palm of some kind of giant. He whistles to the tune of “ Yankee
Doodle” as he walks. His hands smell of salami and cheese - which doesn’t smell as
good as you’d think. It’s the type of salami that was left outside for a day and the type
of cheese only hardline cheese enthusiasts would buy. I stop breathing because death
by suffocation seems to be a better option than this nauseous odor. His grip begins
to open and I begin to fall onto the ground. I tumble endlessly through the air. I catch
notice of a window and I see my reflection - I am shocked to see that I’m“BANG!”
I am a coin. A quarter to be exact. I sit on the floor in disbelief. I am completely paralyzed by shock. Well, maybe not because of shock. Maybe it’s the fact that I can’t move
at all - for I’m, in fact, a coin. I try to get up. I try to wave my arms for help, but then I
remember I neither have arms nor legs. I am just a head. A face. I think of endless possibilities of how I could get out and get help, but they aren’t plausible. In the midst of
my planning, a dog grabs me with its slimy, wet, disgusting mouth. I try to nudge my
way out, but it doesn’t seem to work. Hopefully this coin thing will wear off soon.
I sit inside the dog’s mouth as he walks down the sidewalk with its owner. The dog’s
quite a rambunctious one too. It seems that his name is Fido from what the owner ’s
saying. I do quite like that name Fido. He reminds me of my childhood dog who - coincidentally - was also named Fido. I miss Fido. A tear rolls down from my eyes. It is
probably dog spit, but I’ve grown accustomed to that by now.
The dog makes a turn and spots a squirrel. He runs to it, dropping me in the process.
I bid farewell to Fido. I fall onto a patch of dirt around a tree next to the street. I sit
for hours as people walk by me. Businessmen, children, a whole myriad of people just
going to where they need to be.
People-watching was one of my favorite pastimes. I was usually the quiet one during
my childhood; the type that would keep their hand down and the one that no one
really ever talked to. I’ve grown accustomed to being on the sidelines - just watching,
always waiting.
30
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Illustration: Josh Kerekes
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Painting: Brenden McGuire
A woman stops and notices me on the ground. She is wearing a blouse in the noblest
shade of purple, with pants that have lilacs printed all over it. She dons a lavender scarf
and her frizzy hair is tied up in a ponytail. She crouches right over me and picks me up.
She glances at me briefly and puts me in her pocket. Her tiny pocket gives me a small
view of what’s going on outside.
I wonder what she might use me for. Maybe to pay her bus fare, or to buy some gum from
a vending machine. She walks into a T station and I’m about to get my answer. She walks
to the fare machine and reaches for my pocket. She is about to grab me, but she grabs
the debit card in her purse instead. She pays her fare, walks through the turnstile, and
boards her train home.
As the train travels westward into the suburbs, I wonder why she didn’t use me for her
train fare. I’ve never felt special in my entire life. Discounting that one time in the 1st
grade when I was line leader, I’ve never been extraordinary - just extra ordinary. I was the
fourth of seven kids, I did okay in school and scored a pretty mundane job at the Boston
Federal Reserve. The train comes to an abrupt halt. The woman barely flinches. The doors
open and she gets off the train.
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She walks down a dimly lit street somewhere in the Boston suburbs. She stops in
front of a broken down apartment building. She walks in the front door, down the
hallway to the second door on the right. She fiddles with her keys and finally unlocks
the door on her sixth attempt. A scary looking cat waits for her as the door opens. She
greets her cat as if it was her very own child.
The woman pulls me out of her pocket and puts me down on a table. She stares at me
as if something were askew. Her pupils are aimed right on my face. She studies all the
crevices, components, every irregularity on me. I am placed under an insanely bright
lamp and she pokes and prods me with the business end of a ballpoint pen. Hours
pass and she is still inspecting me, checking every irregularity. I don’t know if it’s her
fingers that are moist from sweat, or if it’s me who is sweating. I’ve never been placed
under such scrutiny. I despise it, yet weirdly I feel flattered and for the first time in a
while, I smile. I peer at her clock. It’s now 4:30 AM. She begins to yawn and she puts
me in her purse so she doesn’t forget about me.
It’s now 6:30 AM, the woman’s alarm clock goes off. She slowly pries herself off of her
bed and she hastily grabs the purse and goes down to the T station. She was too tired
to even change her clothes, brush her teeth, or eat breakfast. She passes a vending
machine and stops right in front of it. She unknowingly grabs me and places me into
the coin slot.
As her grip begins to loosen, I realize that I am not special. I never have been and I
never will be. I will only be, now and forever a coin. A mere hunk of metal. I stop trying to hold on to her fingers and I let go at the same time she does.
The light of the subway station dims as I slowly descend into the pile of assorted coins
inside the vending machine. The buzz of the station fades into a single piercing shriek.
I fall sharply onto the other coins with a soft clank as more coins begin to bury me. The
faint light and sound of the station disappear and I am inundated with a cold darkness.
Illustration: Mitchell Klein
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Illustration: Mitchell Klein
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Illustration: Shane Barker

Painting: Kai Razek
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Painting: Brenden McGuire
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“A Reunion” by Quinn Mulgrew
Last time I saw my father was at my 10th birthday party in
the park. We had a huge celebration with my family and friends.
It ’s been 8 years since that day. I am on a train to a basketball tournament, I’m meeting my team out in New York. I remember I had a layover in Boston, when my mom finally got in
touch with my dad. Ironically, he lived in Boston. My mom texted
me his address and his number, then my father called saying that
he wants to meet me and go out to get brunch and just talk.
“Okay.”
Even though it ’s not okay because I haven’t seen him in 8
years and now he dares to ask me out for brunch. I started thinking about what I could say. I can’t just talk about what he missed
in my life. So after a little bit of preparation, I finally got off the
train and went to see my dad.
I saw my dad in the crowd of the station. He had on a Boston Red Sox ballcap, sneakers, jeans, and a shirt with the logo of
the Red Sox . I went over to see him.
He then shouted “Sean! My son, it ’s been ages since I’ve
seen you. My, you got so tall and strong.”
He then proceeded to hug me. As we walked down the
street, I couldn’t help but smile about how he was the day he
left us, but I was still mad at the fact that I hadn’t seen him in
8 years. We came up to this nice little restaurant, Italian, that
smelled like red wine. We went in and that ’s where it got somewhat embarrassing.
We ordered our drinks. He got a wine of some sort and I
got a glass of water. We then ordered and he got spaghetti with
meatballs and I had the linguine with shrimp.
He then said, “So, Sean, what brings you to Boston?”
I said, “I have a basketball tournament in New York and my
train was on a layover for a day.”
He told me that he saw I was on the news, talking about
where I might go to college, and then if I thought about getting
drafted.
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I said, “I want to go study at Notre Dame in Southbend,
Indiana.” My father then told me all about how Notre Dame has
been the best all through the years, from Knute Rockne to Brian Kelly. We finished and ordered dessert. We both had cannoli. It was one of my favorite desserts to have. Then we left and
headed back to my hotel where I would spend the night.
My dad came with me to talk for a little while. The whole
way there he told me about how I should go for a year at college and go to the NBA .
“Dad I want to get 4 years of education for my career
just in case; yes, basketball is what I’m good at, but there are
other things I could do if I ever got hurt. I wouldn’t have one
option.”
“But son think of what you could have, think about getting paid, think about the endorsements, think about how your
dad will be with you every step of the way.”
I came to my senses and said, “It ’s my life, I know you
want to look out for me, but right now it feels like you just
want me to play ball so I earn a lot of money and... and...”
My dad couldn’t deny he wanted his son to play ball, I
mean, after all, I was good at it. He left, and I went to bed.
The next morning I woke up at 6 to catch my 7 am train,
my dad met me at the lobby of my hotel, and he walked down
with me and told me that I should think about what we said
yesterday. I hugged him and we said “I love you” for the first
time in 8 years, then, I left and won the tournament and became the MVP. For my dad, he went to see my mom and said
that he was sorry for walking out of our lives and he wants
to be in our lives until he takes his last breathe. Now they
live in New York. I went through college for 4 years at Notre
Dame and played starting point guard since freshman year. I
could’ve gone out after freshman year, but I stayed, earning
my degree in engineering.
I was drafted No. 1 overall in the draft to the New York
Knicks, and now I’m playing in my first game starting out on
the court with my parents in the stands as I hear them yelling,
“GO Sean!”
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“ The Tree House”

by Kevin Hamm

I was sweating, my dad kept telling me to get tools which I had no clue what they were at
the time. He would say “bring a screwdriver.” I would bring a wrench. Or “bring a washer.” Like I
had a clue what that was. I eventually just brought the whole toolbox over to him. We were in the
woods in our backyard. It was one of those days where it wasn’t too hot but it wasn’t too cold. The
leaves were already falling down and my father and I stood between 4 large healthy trees with all
our wood planks and our tools.
We were building a treehouse. A big one too. My father had planned for the treehouse to
have walls and a big roof that we would paint red so all the neighbors could see what my father
and I built. We were planning on being able to fit a bed in it so that we could sleep in it at night. I
thought it was so cool that we were really building it, after i begged him long enough for a couple
of years, he was really building it with me. We would come out every day on the weekend to work
on it. I would bring out my iPod and play my Kidz Bop on the speaker. My father would drink his
coffee while I would bring out all the wood planks and the toolbox for the day.
One day while we were working on the tree house everything was going good. We finally got the base of the treehouse and the floor in place. We were working on building the walls.
i handed my father another plank for him to cut when he stumbled back. He caught himself by
leaning up against a tree. He looked pale and told me to go get my mother. When we both came
back out he was laying on the ground. We called 911 and they sent someone to come get him.

Photo: Matt Quinn
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Painting: Brenden McGuire

I wasn’t able to see him as much during the first couple of weeks because of all the
surgeries he was getting. He was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. The doctor said he didn’t
have much longer because they had some trouble with the surgeries. He said, “pancreatic cancer
is just so hard to diagnose at an early stage you may not even know you could have it, I'm sorry
bud.” I was angry with the doctor. I didn’t understand but I knew the way he was talking to me
that my father didn’t have much time. On my visit I sat next to my father. He looked at me and
said, “it’s too bad we couldn’t finish the tree house.” The tone in his voice, the sound of defeat
just made me so sad. I said in a trembly but confident voice, “Don’t worry about it. when you
get healed up we can finish it.” I couldn’t help but cry. I had to leave, but leaving was the worst
regret in my life as that was the last time I saw my father.
Watching my kids play in the backyard of my house, which used to be my parents, brings
me pure joy. They were always running around and throwing the ball. I was sitting in front of the
kitchen window and drinking coffee while I watched them. One day they went exploring, my one
rule was that they weren’t allowed in the woods. but here i was watching them walk right into
the woods. I ran outside to go get them but when I got outside both boys were looking up at the
half built tree house. My youngest boy said, “I wanna tree house.” My other one said, “why don’t
we finish it.”
And so I drank my coffee while they brought out all the wood planks and the old toolbox.
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“ The Love of the Game” by Jaylen Castleberry
The image of a football. It gives me remembrance when I first picked up a football. Years ago
when I was 4, little and gullible. I was on my way to my grandparents’ house. While pulling up into
a hunched back driveway I saw my oldest brother and his friends playing in the front yard. It was
weird to me. Never knew how to play. 								
I asked, “Jordan, what you playing?”
“We're playing football. Come play with us,” Jordan said.
With no hesitation I got out of the car without saying “hi” to my grandparents.
I go to the field and ask, “what kind of ball is that?”
“It's a football. That's what the sport is called. We play Dinoman,” Jordan said.
“Dinoman? How do I play?,” I asked.
“ To start the game you throw the ball backwards. In order to score you have to get the ball.
You keep up with your own score of how many times you can keep going. In order to get the ball you
can force a turnover or tackle them so that the person who is tackled can throw it backwards. It just
keeps going from there,” Jordan says.		
Next thing you know I'm playing football everyday. I loved it so much I decided to switch
sports. Instead of basketball I chose football. I switch over to the dark side. Yessir, I did. That game
when I was child made me even better. It taught me how to make people miss, how to tackle, and
how to catch the football. I was already fast. That can' t be taught. That just brings the memories
when I decided to play for a team.
My first football experience was on an extraordinary team. This team was full of fire , explosiveness, and amazing talent. The team, not only the best in state but the best in the country, was
the Shaker Fire Raiders. This team was no ordinary team. They had different age groups 4-15 and the
uniforms were vibrant and creative. Learning about the game was a little difficult. It was new for me.
I had to learn my holes. I didn' t know what holes were. I saw kids that were better than me. It made
me compete, be physical, and intelligent. I had amazing mentors on the field. My coaches weren’t
just coaches on the football team. They were coaches of character, integrity, and giving lessons on
how to grow up and become young men.
It ’s my last 8th grade football game of the season. I still play for Shaker Fire Raiders. It ’s
24-28. They are down 4 points and need a touchdown. Everything seems in slow motion to me. I'm
shaking in my boots and I have sweat trickling down my neck. The ball snaps, the QB looks left then
right. The ball bounces off the receivers chest and it's in the air. I take no chances and go for it.
“INTERCEPTION JAYLEN CASTLEBERRY! Shaker ball,” the announcer said.
We kneel for the game. The crowd went wild. I went to my family and they congratulated me
after the game. Who would have thought that I would be playing football up to this point in my life.
I've accomplished so much in my high school career. Everything that I learned from a little boy I carry on my shoulders. I'm a senior in high school, and it's my last year putting on a St Edward jersey.
Gotta make my last year the best year. Next up is the road to a state championship. Then choosing
between football scholarships on where I want to go. Lastly, walk the stage in June to hear my name
called at graduation: “Jaylen Castleberry.” A blessing.
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“Learning Liquid”

by Matthew Quinn & Ben Zangas

INT - ST EDWARD HIGH SCHOOL WATER FOUNTAIN - DAY
A group of students crowd a shiny new WATER FOUNTAIN, that has just about installed. REGGIE walks
up and sees his friend DON amongst the mass of chattering STUDENTS.
					
REGGIE
			
Say, Don, what ’s the big idea over here?
			
What ’s goin’ on?
Don looks back at Reggie, seemingly dumbfounded at the stupidity of the question.
					
DON
			
How haven’t you heard about these new
			
water fountains good ol’ KC installed?
			
They say they ’re infused with this new
			
chemical called LEARNING LIQUID. Couple
			
o’ Silicon Valley dorks whipped it up in a
			
lab.
PLUMBER PETER finishes tightening up a pipe with his wrench from under the water fountain and
gets up off of the floor, dusting himself off.
					
PLUMBER PETER
			
Whelp. That ’ll do it. She’s open
			
for business! Some of my finest work.
			
Take care of her, now.
As the plumber packs up and walks away, the students surrounding the fountain begin to whoop and
holler, and then promptly rush to get a drink.
					
STUDENT 1
			
Get outta my way! I want a sip!
					
STUDENT 2
			
No way dude! I’ve been waiting here all day!
			
I’ve got dibs!
Reggie looks confused and worried as he turns to look at Don.
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REGGIE
So what ’s the point of Learning Liquid?
What ’s it do?
DON
Apparently, it ’ll help out your grades
and concentration, and other stuff like that.
They ’re calling it “fluid Adderall.”
And man, I need it. I’m tanking in Latin.
You in line?
Reggie replies hesitantly.
REGGIE
I don’t think so. I’d better head out.
My ride’s here. See ya.
Don shrugs and turns back to the fountain to take a swig, replying before he does so.
DON
Suit yourself. See ya around, Reggie.
Reggie turns around and begins to walk away from Don, the other students, and the new water fountain.
INT - SEHS LOBBY - DAY
Reggie walks past the attendance and is startled by the voice LUNATIC LENNY, the school’s attendance officer.
Hey! Over here!

LUNATIC LENNY

Reggie is startled and confused. He looks behind himself to make sure Lenny was talking to him, and
points at himself, as if asking if Lenny was intending to get his attention.
LUNATIC LENNY
Yeah you! Do you see anyone else?
Get over here!
Reggie tentatively walks over to the attendance desk where Lenny is beckoning from.
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REGGIE
Uh hi, Mr. lunatic! Oh! I mean Lenny!
Uh, how ’s your dayLUNATIC LENNY
Nevermind that! Have you drank from those
Water fountains? HAVE you?
Reggie is frightened and confused.
REGGIE
No, I really haven’t. Honest!
LUNATIC LENNY
Good man! Stay away from those darn fountains.
I was there when they thank up that learning
Liquid. Turns your brain to mush! Nasty stuff
that is. Nasty stuff.
REGGIE
Wha-What? Oh-Okay LennyMR. MCKENNA walks up to the attendance desk and talks to Lunatic Lenny and Reggie.
PRINCIPAL
Have you seen those new water fountains?
Really something if I do say so myself.
Lunatic Lenny snaps back in a hostile manner.
LUNATIC LENNY
I don’t buy it, prince’. That ’s nasty
stuff. Turns your brain to mush! Nasty,
nasty, nasty.
PRINCIPAL
You’re acting like a lunatic, Lenny.
I can assure you that Learning Liquid
is perfectly safe. I wouldn’t have installed
it otherwise. Stop scaring the students,
would ya?
Concerned, Reggie walks away from the principal and Lenny.
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REGGIE
Well, I better head home. I’ll
see you both tomorrow.
Mr. McKenna suspiciously looks at Lunatic Lenny.
PRINCIPAL
You will be seeing me tomorrow.
Bye, Reggie.
Reggie picks up his backpack and walks down the hall. He looks back over his shoulder and sees
the principal conversing with Lenny. He faces forward, and walks past the camera.
INT - ST EDWARD HIGH SCHOOL LOBBY - DAY
Reggie enters the school and walks past the hallway where Lenny ’s office resides. He glances down
the hallway and sees that Lenny isn’t at his desk. Reggie turns, walks down the hallway, and sees
the sign that reads “AT TENDANCE OFFICE AT TENDEE FOR HIRE! CONTACT THE PRINCIPAL”
Huh, that ’s odd.

REGGIE

Reggie turns around and is suddenly face to face with the principal.
PRINCIPAL
Reggie! How are you? Great! Uh why don’t
you get to class eh? The bell is gunna
ring pretty soon!
REGGIE
Oh, OK sir. Didn’t mean any trouble!
PRINCIPAL
Why don’t I walk there with you, eh?
Uh, OK sir.

REGGIE

The principal and Reggie head off to class, and they walk into the room to see the rest of the students, including Don, sitting attentively in their seats. The students notice Mr. McKenna and Reggie.
INT - CLASSROOM - DAY
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DON AND OTHER STUDENTS
			

Good Morning, sir. Good Morning, REGINALD.

The principal chuckles.
					
PRINCIPAL
			
Hello class. Today ’s lesson is on
			
GIVING REGINALD A DRINK!
The students stand up and rush towards Reggie, overpowering him and begin to force him over to a
water fountain.
INT - WATER FOUNTAIN - DAY
The principal begins to laugh and walk over to the carnage of Reggie being forced to drink the learning liquid.
					
PRINCIPAL
			
With my learning liquid, I can create
			
An army of students who I can force to
			
do my bidding! And you will be one of them!
Reggie shouts and toils to try to break from the clutches of his classmates, but alas, his efforts are
fruitless. As Reggie screams, his voice is drowned out by the gurgling of water sprayed into his mouth.
				
REGGIE
			
NooooOoOOoooOOOooOoOOOOOooo
Cut to black

Illustration: Mitchell Klein
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“ The Heart of a True King” by Michael Gibson
From Mount Olympus stood the great temple of the gods. Its majestic glory
couldn’t be touched by any imperfect aura while the mountain of Olympus, like a
shimmering lighthouse of a starry sea, floated gently through the stars as it anchored itself to Earth. The being looking out to the fading sun, wore golden armor
with scales as green as emeralds, stood in front of the gate of the temple. His name
was Vulkan.
He was an immortal being like the gods but was never a titan. Was raised by
Athena as the son of Zeus and the brother of Deimos, a demigod of terror and dread.
Vulkan stood apart from his father ’s legacy and heritage, which caught Athena’s
attention quickly. She taught him to read and write while Ares taught him how to
fight and Hephestus taught him how to forge items. Like all brothers, Vulkan and
Deimos never agreed to anything they believed in or what they loved. Deimos hated Vulkan. Deimos loved torturing and terrorizing mortals of all ages and types. He
was just like all the gods, Ares, Dionysis, Zeus, Apollo, and Hermes. He even won the
favor of Hades. Vulkan didn’t agree with him but still loved Deimos. Vulkan, however, never considers himself above others. He was gentle and kind to all the mortals. He forged tools for them, gave food to them, and even protected them from the
gods. He taught them to always protect and help each other. He then swore an oath
to always guard the temple with his life and to protect mankind from evil no matter
the cost.
Zeus stared out of the window of his bedroom. He stared so fiercely, that his
eyes glowed lightning in a silent night. The room was huge enough to hold a family
of five, with white walls engraved in golden drawings of himself. His luxurious bed
was stormy blue and its mattress was soft as a cloud. Zeus pondered the thought
of stepping down from his throne. For over 11 million years, he ruled both kingdoms
while balancing the universe. Never did it occur to him that he could rest. While he
was thinking this, Hera came to his side.
“What troubles you, my love?”, she asked.
“Have you always wanted to rest and not carry the responsibility with you for an
eternity?,” he responded.
This question unsettled Hera, she never thought of such a thing. “It would be nice to
rest and relax with someone taking over for us,” she responded in a soothing voice.
She laid her hand on Zeus’ shoulder and stared in the same direction he was
looking at. An idea came to Zeus: a tournament, to test who in Olympus is fit to rule.
Without speaking, he turned and walked to his throne, leaving Hera in confusion.
“A tournament? Why have I not thought of this before.” His mind was racing
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with details on how it could benefit him from the trouble of choosing at random.
As he marched, he heard Prometheus cry in pain and agony of his torture of losing
his liver ripped from his chained body to a mighty eagle. Zeus ignored the noise as
he continued planning the tournament. He was excited. For the first time, he could
finally retire to the shores of Greece. He could almost feel the soft warmth of the
sands on his feet. “Now all I need to do is tell my brothers and sisters,” he thought.
As he was about to walk into the Origin Room, he felt cold and wary. Never had he
felt so scared in his life than when he heard a noise behind. He jumped as he saw
Deimos stalking him. Clad in a midnight blue armor engraved with lightning bolts,
he stood near a pillar where Zeus passed. Deimos, for some time, had developed
the ability to hide in plain sight until it was too late. Hanging his armor was skinned
flesh and bones of his victims. Dried blood had spattered his once great gauntlet.
Zeus was so afraid, he didn’t say a word. Deimos starred at Zeus with such a mischievous grin that he almost chuckled. Without a word, he disappeared into the
mist.
The temple’s bells chimed as Zeus rang the Origin Meeting bells. It ’s been 9
million years since the six original gods have had their last meeting. Hera, Demeter, Hestia, Poseidon, and Hades beamed into the room of Origins, confused about
why Zeus summoned them. The room of Origin was their throne room in the battle
against Cronus and his Titan army. At its center was a table that displayed Earth.
Even if you place a pebble, its magic will transform it into a mountain where it was
placed. In complete silence, Zeus sat at his old throne waiting for his siblings to
pay attention. Once they did, He stood up and began to speak.
“My brothers and sisters, I have decided that after this week. I will be retiring,” he
said. Everyone gasped and began murmuring over this.
“What for ?” asked Poseidon
“I am tired of ruling this kingdom and have grown weak from my failures. I have
hoped for the rest of my life to enjoy my life to the fullest,” he said.
“But Zeus, what about us? We will need a strong and noble leader,” Hestia said in a
concerned voice. “Who will look after Olympus?”
“I have already decided to make a tournament for my children to see who is worthy,”
Zeus responded with complete sincerity.
“ That settles it,” Hades spoke in a grim tone.
Vulkan watched the sun come like spring as he stood guard. He still pitied
Prometheus for his punishment and longed to free him from torment. As he was
thinking of this, Deimos appeared from a shadow of mist. His pale skin was as white
as a ghost. He had been terrorizing mortals all night that his dark blue armor was
almost completely covered in blood. Even his cloak of skinned flesh had blood on it.
Vulkan was annoyed by his appearance. His emerald green gauntlet tightened while
holding Drakemane, his mighty hammer...
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LATER...
As the crowd cheered with glee when the trumpets played the bold tunes,
Zeus came out of his entertainment room that was covered in pink as morning
clouds. He wore his sky blue armor that shined like gold. Besides him, Hera stood
with her peacock dress that captivated men of all. As they stood; nymphs, satyrs,
and centaurs danced together with harmony of their appearance.
With a loud cry, Zeus announced: “My children will compete in a tournament to see who is the true ruler of Olympus. Here they are.” He pointed at all the
gods that stood in armor of all colors. Athena wore her black and silver armor that
had scratches from her last battle. Beside her was Vulkan. As Zeus proclaimed his
speech, Athena leaned over and whispered to Vulkan.
“What do you think father has planned for this tournament?”
“I don’t know, but it seems as if the Origins created it.”
When Zeus finished speaking, a gigantic box that was a mountain appeared
from the stadium. Following it like a dog, the path soon appeared from the ground.
“My children, get ready, set, go!!!”
The competition began. Vulkan and the others ran to the box . The entrance
was dark and cold as Prometheus’s mountain. Hermes took the lead. He ran faster
until a club came out of nowhere and smacked him in the face. The others halted.
Giant cyclopses stood between their path to the second entrance.
Vulkan and Athena exchanged looks of confusion. They hoped for an obstacle
rather than enemies amidst. Ares, grinning wildly, charged them with his twin axes.
Deimos followed, laughing at the bloodshed he would cause, started slashing with
his lightning claws at the beasts. Apollo and Artemis joined the fray, leaving Athena
and Vulkan standing there alone.
“ This doesn’t seem right,” Vulkan said as more cyclopses swarmed them.
“What do you mean? Vulkan.” Athena asked as one started charging at her.
“It ’s just. Wait a minute...”
Vulkan dropped his hammer and shouted: “Leader of cyclops, come and face
me!” Out of the entrance to the second cave, came the one eyed king. He lumbered
until he stood higher than all his warriors. He spoke with a loud booming voice:
“Why do you call me?’
“I am Vulkan, and these warriors are my siblings. We come to race not to fight. The
king and Vulkan looked at Deimos and Ares hacking more cyclopses.
“ Those two say otherwise,” the king replied. “Prove that you are worthy of such an
excuse to be answering my question. If you win, you and the others may pass. If you
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lose, you perish with them.”
Vulkan nodded. It was perfectly fair. Athena nodded as well to indicate that it
too was fair. Everyone stopped except for Ares. He kept slashing at them with savagery. As he was occupied, the king began the test.
“What similarities do the gods and mortals have in common?”
Vulkan, Athena, Deimos, Artemis, Apollo, and Dionysus huddled and discussed what
the answer should be.
“Because we look like them?,” Asked Apollo.
“No, it should be because we fight like them,” Artemis answered.
“False, it ’s because we drink and eat like them,” Dionysus replied.
“None. I know what it is,” Vulkan spoke.
“ You do?” they all, save Deimos, asked. Vulkan turned towards the king and shouted: “Because we are them!”
The king gasped. He and his minions fled from the second entrance. Ares and
Hermes disappeared. Then a loud voice boomed: “Ares and Hermes are out of the
race.” Shock came to Vulkan, this competition was survival of the fittest not a tournament. Athena was shocked as well. Apollo and Artemis darted to the second cave.
Dionysus ran drunkenly while Deimos teleported. Athena and Vulkan ran together.
They knew that they would never betray each other.
As they got to the second round, its room was dark, gloomy, and cold. Mirrors
lined up to form a maze that seemed endless to drive a man insane. The walls were
infested with putrid oil and the smell was fresh blood. Vulkan and the others took a
long look before Deimos laughed, stating, “Ha, This is my territory now!” He ran like
a mad man and vanished into the void of darkness. Apollo pulled out a fire arrow
for light and Vulkan brought his hammer to his shoulder. It lit up in flames. Artemis
brought her moonlight arrows as well. Together they went except for Dionysus who
was drinking a bottle of wine. Then he vanished. “Dionysus is out,” said the box . The
others continued, wary of traps. As they got deeper into the maze, their reflections
formed terrible thoughts and desires.
Apollo was the first to fall because a satyr mocked his music. Apollo vanished into the mirror. Artemis was stronger but soon fell because a queen called
herself the god of the skies. Like Apollo, she vanished into the mirror. Vulkan and
Athena stayed together as Vulkan led the way, keeping each other from temptation. Soon they ended at the third entrance, Deimos was waiting with newly fresh
limbs attached to his armor and a blooded hand print stuck on his pauldron. He was
eating the heart of the poor victim he passed. Once he saw Athena and Vulkan, he
grinned. “What took you so long? Did it scare you to tremble?,” he said with a hiss.
Vulkan frowned and passed him ignoring his cruel words. Athena followed after
him. Deimos took one last bite and threw away the chewed heart, leaving it to rot.
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The third room was the same as the first, dark and cold. The interior was
different. Its walls were slathered in red and buildings moved constantly. Vulkan
observed that each building had a different type of pattern. The box boomed: “ The
Final round tests, who will be worthy of a leader ? The terrif ying Deimos? The stoic
Vulkan? Or the cunning Athena?”
Deimos rushed in and started his path. He slashed stone figures of mortals
begging for help. Athena, no longer tolerating his cruelty, attacked Deimos with her
spear at the ready. Vulkan, tired, took his helmet off and dropped to the ground. He
was battered and bruised from the monsters of the second round. His armor was
scorched, but it still shined and was in one piece. His helmet was missing a horn.
Vulkan’s vision was blurry and struggled to get up. As he was about to drink a cup
of water that was in front of him, a young girl that was poor came to him. “Please
mister, may I have a cup of water ? I have asked everyone and none gave me. Please
spare me just a drop? I have no one to help me and no parents to care for me.”
Vulkan was astonished. The girl wasn’t afraid of his face like all mortals.
Vulkan asked, “ You aren’t afraid of me?
“Why would I be afraid of you? You just like us.”
Vulkan smiled warmly for he was renewed of hope. He gave the girl the cup of
water out of generosity. She smiled. Giving him a hug, she cried for joy.
“ Your true king is reborn!,” boomed the box . Everything started to materialize including Deimos and Athena. Everything except Vulkan. He was alone. An entrance
appeared leading out of the box . With relief, he walked out to the crowd carrying
his hammer and helmet. Zeus was waiting, clapping in applause of Vulkan’s victory.
As Vulkan approached, Zeus grabbed a rod of gold. Offering, he said “ Vulkan, you
are worthy of the title. Come forward.” He came forward. “ Vulkan, you are king. Tell
this rod to form anything you want.” Vulkan looked at the rod and Athena’s broken
spear. Without hesitation he said, “Give Athena, my advisor, the rod to fix her spear.”
Zeus, surprised by his response, gave it to Athena. With an instant blast, the rod became a magnificent spear. Vulkan turned toward Deimos, his armor crackling with
lighting, trying to repair the blow Athena struck.
“Deimos, you will be banished to Hades realm and never to return both Olympus and
Earth.”
Demos sneared. “ You may be king, but I will have my revenge.”
He fled to the shadows as fast as Hermes.
In the mountain, Prometheus saw the eagle that rips his liver every morning
and was about to do it again today. He closed his eyes, ready to succumb to the
pain. All of a sudden, he heard a whack and an eagle cry. He opened his eyes to see
the eagle slain be a figure in green and gold armor. His helmet was shaped like a
dragon’s head and his hammer lit with a burning fury. The figure raised his hammer
and smashed the chains. Prometheus stumbled to the snow. The figure reached his
hands and brought him to his feet. Prometheus asked “Who are you?” The figure
said with a loud voice “Am Vulkan, King of Olumpus, and you have been set free.”
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“What
I’m
searching
for
is
a
durable
mutation.
That ’s
what
all
of
us
are
searching
for
as
media
head
into
this
new
era...”
- Scott McCloud, cartoonist/graphic novelist
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“See Through” by Cameron Evcic
I was seeing my grandparents as a snow storm came in. When I got there my Pawpaw gave me one of his prized
possessions, his glasses that he has had since I was alive. His real name is Robert, but everyone called him
Pawpaw. I always saw him carrying these on the front of his shirt like he was always reading, but he never read a
book. I always imagined that he could see through the glasses even though he doesn’t have any lenses on them.
He would always put the lenses from the sun glasses onto his real glasses so he could have lenses. He only did
this when there was sun out. When I pulled into the drive of my grandparents home in Strongsville the winds of the
heavy storm were catching up to the amount of snow there was.
“Hey baby, get out of that storm and come in!,” said Mawmaw.
“Good to see you too, Mawmaw.”
We hugged and we both sat on the couch. Pawpaw came in and sat with me on the couch.
“Oh this kid again! You were just here last week,” he said with a grin.
“Hey I’m here for you guys not to rub in my face that I see you guys every week. I came to check on you guys. I
know the storm is really bad.”
Before anyone could say anything Pawpaw got up and gave me a hug. After the hug he took the glasses that were
on his shirt and put them on my eyes.
“There we go. How does he look, Babe?”
“He looks cute,” said Mawmaw.
“Thank you both for this, but how come you're giving them to me?”
We both sat down and he began to talk.
“I’ve had no use for them. I got new ones for Christmas and I’ve never used them since then. I thought you would
want these glasses, so that’s why I gave them to you.”
“Well thank you very much! I must be going now before the storm gets worse,” I said with a smile.
I gave them both a hug and I closed the door behind me as I left.
Years later I was a big music artist. I was kinda weird, but was well respected. The big unique thing about me was
the glasses I wore had no lenses in them. I had a show to go to and when I was done I was interviewed about
where my potential came from.
“My song was inspired by my family and my grandparents. I never had this potential until I met my stepdad. I was
up and he gave me what I needed to be who I am today. The glasses I wear are so I never forget my grandparents,
especially my grandpa because he is the person I look up to in life. I just want to thank them for this life I have.”
After the interview I headed out to my grandparents. When I got there I opened the door and hugged them both.
“Thank you for everything,” I said
“You know you can always count on us baby!,” said Mawmaw.
Pawpaw walked over and looked at the glasses I was wearing and smiled.
“Are those the same glasses I gave to you years ago?”
“Yes they are!,” I said with a happy laugh.
We all sat on the couch and we talked for hours. By the time I left it was midnight.
I kissed both of them goodbye and left as the door slammed hard enough to make a bond stronger.
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